Meeting Minutes – Robotic Horizons

12/12/2008
11:30 AM
Mind Works Office

Jay McCormack – Advisor
Aaron Goodin - Mentor
John Porter - Mentor
Tim Palmer
KC Akuretiya
David Mehaffey
Nick Yankee
Eli Hensen
Mark Pennington
Matt Cerro

Assigned Action Items:
Completed

Trip to NASA
Jan 21st to 23rd or Jan 28th to 30th

Report Ideas
More specific reference to appendix
In line as many figures as possible

Need Over Break
Torque calculations for motor selection
Turntable Design
Choose one design idea to present at NASA

Action Items:
Send Tim Spring Semester Schedules – All (12/12)
Upload Report to Website – KC (12/17)

Next Meeting:
01/16/2008
3:30 PM
Senior Design Suite